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Big Data such as Terabyte and Petabyte datasets are rapidly becoming the new norm for various organizations across a wide range of industries. The widespread data-intensive computing needs have inspired innovations in parallel and distributed computing, which has been the effective way to tackle massive computing workload for decades. One significant example is MapReduce. Since it was originally proposed by Google, MapReduce has become the most popular technology for data-intensive computing. While Google owns its proprietary implementation of MapReduce, an open source implementation called Hadoop has gained wide adoption in the rest of the world. The combination of Hadoop and Cloud platforms has made data-intensive computing much more accessible and affordable than ever before.

This dissertation includes five contributions that address the performance issue of data-intensive computing on Cloud platforms from three different aspects: task assignment, replica placement, and straggler identification. Most of the research work presented in this dissertation is conducted in the context of Hadoop running on Cloud platforms.

The first contribution presents an improved task assignment scheme based on an optimal minimum makespan algorithm. The scheme projects and compares the completion times of all task slots' next data block, and explicitly strives to shorten the map phase completion time of MapReduce jobs. The results of extensive evaluation tests indicate that, compared with the Hadoop task assignment scheme, the proposed scheme can remarkably reduce the map phase completion time, and it can reduce the amount of remote processing to a much more significant extent, which makes the data processing much less vulnerable to both network congestion and disk contention.

The replica placement policy of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) has a drawback that it cannot generate balanced replica assignment, and hence has to rely on a load balancing utility to balance replica assignment across the cluster nodes at the cost of extra system resources and running time. The second contribution presents an innovative replica placement policy that can assign replicas to nodes in homogeneous clusters as evenly as possible, and also meet all replica placement requirements of HDFS. As a result, there is no need to run any load balancing utility to balance the replica assignment. The third contribution presents an improved replica placement policy that can work in heterogeneous clusters where the nodes on the same rack have the same processing capability. A more advanced and general solution is presented in the fourth contribution, which can work in any homogeneous or heterogeneous environment.

The Standard Deviation (SD) method is a commonly used straggler identification scheme in parallel processing. In spite of its wide adoption, the SD method has certain inherent limitations. The fifth contribution presents an improved straggler identification scheme based on Tukey's method for outlier detection. Tukey's method has two unique features that make it more suitable for straggler identification than the SD method. The results of extensive evaluation tests confirm that the proposed scheme can identify stragglers and, more importantly, start speculative execution earlier than the SD method.
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